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Abstract

Here we examine 31 glaciers in the West Kunlun Shan of the northwestern Tibetan Plateau and identify 9 as surge type. The method is based on satellite synthetic aperture radar and Landsat optical images, the former going back to 1992, the latter to 1972. To identify surge-type glaciers, we consider temporal changes in velocity, changes in glacier terminus position, propagation of a surge bulge, presence of looped and/or contoured medial moraines, and extensive crevassing. Other than the nine surge-type glaciers, we identify two that have likely surged, and six that may be surge type. But no glaciers surge more than once during the observation period, meaning that the recurrence interval exceeds 42 years. In addition, we examine the evolution of the surface velocities at two surging glaciers with the unprecedented temporal resolution of down to 11 days over ∼7 years. The results show clear seasonal modulations by as much as ∼200% in early winter against those in early summer. This seasonal modulation in surface velocity suggests the presence of surface meltwater that reroutes through the englacial and subglacial drainage systems. Thus, our findings suggest that the hydrological processes originating in the surface meltwater play an important role in maintaining the yearlong active surging phase.

1. Introduction

Due to the global warming trend since the twentieth century, meltwater from melting snow cover and glaciers is estimated to significantly contribute to the global sea level rise [Meier et al., 2007; Gardner et al., 2013]. In the high-mountain Asia (HMA) region, a mass loss of about 30 Gt/yr was estimated for the period between 2003 and 2009 [Gardner et al., 2013]. However, the remoteness of the region has resulted in a paucity of ground-based glaciological observations, and the spatial and temporal coverage of satellite remote sensing has been sparse. Thus, details of the glacier changes in the HMA over the past several decades still contain large uncertainties [Bolch et al., 2012; Gardner et al., 2013].

Within the HMA lies the West Kunlun Shan (WKS), one of the highest-elevation areas on Earth (Figure 1). Due to its harsh environment, even fewer ground-based glaciological studies have been done here [Zhang and Jiao, 1987; Zhang et al., 1989; Thompson et al., 1995]. As such, satellite remote sensing techniques have been used to evaluate the temporal changes in WKS glaciers. For example, Shangguan et al. [2007] used Landsat images from 1970 to 2001 to find a slight reduction (0.4%) in the total glaciated area (2711.57 km²). However, Gardner et al. [2013], using differences between ICESat/GLAS laser altimetry data and the digital elevation maps from Shuttle Radar Topography Mission, found a mass gain in WKS glaciers, with equivalent elevation changes of 0.17 ± 0.15 m/yr from 2003 to 2009. Less clear is the glacier dynamics in the WKS, but radar-image analyses have been used to identify surge-type glaciers there [Yasuda and Furuya, 2013].

Surge-type glaciers exhibit cyclic behavior, of period decades to centuries, between their quiescent and active phase [Meier and Post, 1969; Raymond, 1987; Harrison and Post, 2003]. In their active phase, when they accelerate to an amount at least 10 times that in their quiescent phase, they are considered to be surging. During a surge, a significant volume of the entire ice mass moves downstream, leading to dramatic changes in the surface height and sometimes terminus position, as well as forming newer crevasses and looped moraines. In the longer quiescent phase, a surge-type glacier flows slowly or becomes stagnant in the downstream area, leading to ice mass accumulation upstream. The imbalanced flow causes retreat and thinning in the lower part.

Glacier mass balance is usually estimated by assuming only nonsurge-type glaciers whose dynamics are altered only by long-term climate changes. Thus, the identification of surge-type glaciers in the WKS can...
Figure 1. West Kunlun Shan on Landsat 8 true color image from 27 September 2013. Red dashed lines show glacier outlines from the Randolph glacier inventory version 4.0 [Pfeffer et al., 2014]. Glacier names are from National Snow and Ice Data Center world glacier inventory [Ma et al., 1989; Zheng et al., 1989]. Those glaciers with N or S indicate unnamed glaciers in the northern and southern slope, respectively. The white lines at the West Kunlun and the N2 glaciers denote profile lines used for Figures 5 and 6. alter our interpretation of mass balance studies in the region [Yde and Paasche, 2010]. For instance, a significant increase of ablation at nonsurge-type glaciers would suggest overall recession of the frontal positions. However, such an increase at surge-type glaciers reflects only a snapshot of the normal surge cycle.

Two types of surge can occur, Alaskan type and Svalbard type. Alaskan-type surges abruptly initiate in winter and terminate in summer with a short active phase (1–3 years) [Kamb et al., 1985; Kamb, 1987; Harrison and Post, 2003; Lingle and Fatland, 2003; Eisen et al., 2005; Burgess et al., 2012]. On the other hand, Svalbard-type surges gradually initiate and terminate in any season with a longer active phase (>3 years) [Fowler et al., 2001; Murray et al., 2003; Quincey et al., 2011; Sund et al., 2014]. Their maximum flow velocities and recurrence intervals also differ, with the Svalbard-type surge having much lower maximum flow velocity but longer recurrence interval (several decades or more). These different behaviors indicate different physical mechanisms, specifically, hydrological regulation for the Alaskan type and thermal regulation for the Svalbard type. However, we use here the terms “Alaskan type” and “Svalbard type” solely to distinguish the different styles of surging, not the underlying mechanism. In the WKS, the results here suggest a hydrological mechanism, and yet the long duration and recurrence interval are that of the Svalbard type.

Previous work in the WKS has identified four surge-type glaciers [Yasuda and Furuya, 2013]. But that study covered only a short time period, covering changes in the flow speed from 2003 to 2011. To further extend the analysis period back into the 1990s, we add here ERS-1 and ERS-2 satellite data, and to extend from 2012, we add TerraSAR-X data. We also use Landsat optical images since 1972 to examine any features that could be associated with surges such as changes in glacier terminus position, surface crevassing, and folded moraines. Finally, to the coverage, we add here a new glacier, bringing the total number to 31 examined glaciers.

The first objective of this study is thus to identify the distribution and characteristics of surge-type glaciers in the WKS, with the aim to help improve present and future mass balance studies. The second objective is to examine the evolution of surface velocity at surging glaciers in the WKS with temporal resolution as fine as 11 days, with the aim to better understand the generation mechanisms of surging at polythermal glaciers.

2. Study Area

Most WKS peak elevations exceed 6500 m above sea level (asl), the highest peak being Luishi Shan at 7167 m (Figure 1). The region has 278 glaciers, with a total area of 2711.57 km² in 1970 [Shangguan et al., 2007]. The debris-covered area is less than 3% [Scherler et al., 2011]. Zheng et al. [1989] indicated the presence of the
subglacial debris layer with a ~30 m thickness near the Guliya ice cap (Figure 1). Along the main ridge, the WKS is divided into south and north slopes. On the southern slope, the elevation gradually lowers toward the plateau surface, and no glaciers develop below 5200 m [Zhang and Jiao, 1987]. In contrast, the northern slope has relatively long, steep glaciers that flow into steep-walled valleys, and some glaciers develop below 5000 m [Zhang et al., 1989]. Of all glaciers in the HMA, those in the WKS have the most continental climate, as the region is the coldest and driest around the Tibetan plateau. Here the annual average precipitation and temperature near the equilibrium line altitude (5930 m) is about 300 mm and $-13.9^\circ$C, respectively [Zhang et al., 1989]. Accumulation and ablation mostly occur in the summer season from May to August [Zhang et al., 1989; Maussion et al., 2014], influenced partly by the East Asian monsoon after the westerly jet shift to the north in April. Although the latitudes and altitudes are similar to those in the Karakoram to the west, the glaciers in the WKS generally have a smaller elevation range, and thus are not as steep as those in the Karakoram. A further difference with the Karakoram is in the accumulation season. In western Karakoram regions, winter accumulation dominates [Maussion et al., 2014], whereas in the central Karakoram, accumulation occurs almost equally in summer and winter [Hewitt, 2013].

3. Data

3.1. Satellite Synthetic Aperture Radar Images

We processed the satellite synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data sets to derive glacier velocity maps and their temporal changes. Different analysis periods relied on different SAR data sets. We list the characteristics of these SAR sensors in Table 1. (See supporting information Table S1 for details of the SAR data sets.) For data from 1992 and 1996, we used data from ERS-1 and ERS-2, operated by the European Space Agency (ESA). They carried the Active Microwave Instrument (AMI) operating in C band (5.66 cm wavelength), which observed a given region every 35 days. In addition, ESA ran an ERS-1/2 tandem mode with only 1 day temporal separation. We used the tandem data in 1996 to detect an extremely rapid flow during the active surging phase at the Chongce glacier. For 2007 to 2012, we used the Phased Array-type L band (23.6 cm wavelength) Synthetic Aperture Radar (PALSAR) on board the Advanced Land Observation Satellite (ALOS), which was operated by the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA). For data from 2012, we used the TerraSAR-X (TSX) stripmap mode data, which used X band microwave (3.01 cm wavelength). The TSX was operated by Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR). The revisit period of the TSX is nominally every 11 days. However, some sensors were operated at the study area with a longer-than-nominal revisit period.

3.2. Landsat Images

Landsat (LSAT) satellite images from NASA go back to 1972. Thus, we use them to extend our analysis period and to detect surface features that were indicative of surge-type glaciers. From 1972 to 1983, the multispectral
scanner on LSAT1, LSAT2, and LSAT3, produced data in four spectral bands ranging from visible green to near infrared, with a ground resolution of 80 m. From 1982 to 2013, the thematic mapper (TM) on LSAT4 and LSAT5 produced data in six bands ranging from visible blue to IR, all with an improved spatial resolution of 30 m, and also one thermal band with a resolution of 120 m. From 1999, the enhanced thematic mapper plus on LSAT7 produced data in six bands similar to the TM sensor, and also had thermal band, with the higher resolution of 60 m. LSAT7 also had an additional panchromatic band with 15 m resolution. But failure of the scan line corrector in May 2003 caused a loss of all subsequent data. From 2013, the operational land imager (OLI) on LSAT8 produced data in nine bands plus two bands in the thermal infrared sensor (TIRS). The OLI resolution ranges from 15 m of panchromatic to 30 m, whereas TIRS has 100 m resolution.

4. Methods
4.1. Measurement of Glacier Surface Velocity
We used the Gamma [Wegmüller and Werner, 1997] software package to process the SAR data sets. The shortest temporal pair was chosen to avoid the temporal decorrelation that can arise from fast flow or melting of the ice surface. In preprocessing, the pair was coregistrated based on each orbit data. Over rugged terrain, the separation between satellite orbital paths can lead to an artificial offset [Michel et al., 1999; Kobayashi et al., 2009]. To reduce this artifact, we applied an elevation-dependent correction with the SRTM4 DEM (Shuttle Radar Topography Mission digital elevation model; http://srtm.cgiar.org) [Jarvis et al., 2008]. To detect glacier flow, we used the offset tracking method [Strozzi et al., 2002; Luckman et al., 2007; Yasuda and Furuya, 2013]. The algorithm is based on maximizing the cross correlation between the master and slave images at the local pixel windows, so that we can derive the local image offsets as well as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The lower the SNR, the lower the coherence between the two images, and the derived offsets are less reliable. When the SNR went below an assigned threshold, we discarded them as missing data. See Table 1 for the specific parameters.

Depending on the spatial resolution of each satellite, we chose the range and azimuth steps to obtain a final pixel size of ~50 m × 50 m. The tracking window size was 5 times that of the steps, except for TSX data. (TSX data has 256 × 256 pixels to catch the faster movement of surging glaciers.) The offsets were geocoded onto UTM coordinates with ~50 m × 50 m ground resolution and normalized to meters per year. We manually removed the unreliable offsets based on their magnitude. This removal used a glacier-area mask based on a semiautomatic algorithm with LSAT8 imagery [Hendriks and Helsinki, 2007].

To estimate velocity errors, we measured the offsets on stable ground (off glacier) [Pritchard, 2005; Abe and Furuya, 2015] and assumed a linear temporal velocity change. The resulting errors in the velocity were 20–40 m/yr (Table 1) with the exception of tandem pairs; this is due to our assumption of a linear velocity change over the 1 day interval.

4.2. Measurement of Changes in Terminus Position
To quantify the changes in glacier terminus positions, we used a box measurement method described in Moon and Joughin [2008]. Then following the approach by McNabb and Hock [2014], we manually digitized terminus outlines using false-color images from the bands in LSAT1 to LSAT8 as well as SAR intensity images. From these outlines, we used QGIS software (http://www.qgis.org) to manually delineate a centerline and terminus outline for each of the 31 major glaciers and 2 separate branches in the WKS.

4.3. Identification of Surge-Type Glaciers
To help distinguish the surge-type glaciers, we classified each glacier as one of the following four types [after Copland et al., 2003]: (1) Confirmed: active surge phase observed, and many distinct surged features; (2) likely surged: active phase not observed, but distinct surged features with looped and contoured medial moraines; (3) possibly surged: active phase not observed, but distinct surged features without the medial moraines; and (4) Nonsurge: no surged features present.

“Confirmed,” or type 1, cases can be most easily identified from direct evidence during the active phase, for example, observation of significant temporal changes in the flow speed, propagation of the surge bulge, and rapid advance with heavy crevassing [Clarke et al., 1986; Copland et al., 2003; Dowdeswell et al., 2007]. The flow-velocity data to identify the active surges in the WKS are based on those in Yasuda and Furuya [2013].

A surge-type glacier in its quiescent phase needs careful inspection because surged features can appear on nonsurge-type glaciers. We thus used multiple criteria to distinguish surge-type from nonsurge-type glaciers.
Figure 2. Examples of surge features on the glacier surface. The glacier sources and their types are (a) Bulakebashi (confirmed), (b) Yake (likely), (c) Gongxing (likely), (d) Alakesayi (possibly), and (e) Xiezhi (nonsurge). The Landsat images are from 1972 (Figures 2a–2e) and in (a’–e’) 2013. Surge features: a surge bulge (A), moraines (B), crevassed surface (C), and rapid retreat in the terminus (D).

[Copland et al., 2003; Grant et al., 2009]. See Figure 2 for examples of such surged features. For the “likely surged,” or type 2, cases, we looked for looped and contoured medial moraines. Such moraines reliably indicate past surging events [Meier and Post, 1969]. However, on the almost debris-free glaciers in the WKS [Scherler et al., 2011], such moraines are not always clearly preserved. For the “possibly surged,” or type 3, case, we looked for two features that can form during the rapid terminus retreat. This retreat commonly leaves (1) stagnant ice in the lower part and (2) a heavily crevassed surface [Meier and Post, 1969; Copland et al., 2003; Burgess et al., 2013].

5. Results
5.1. Categorization of the Glaciers in the WKS
Among the examined 31 glaciers in the WKS from 1972 to 2014, we find 9 glaciers to have surged (type 1), 2 to have likely surged (type 2), and 6 to have possibly surged (type 3). The remaining 14 we classify as nonsurge type (type 4). See Figure 3 for their locations. For the surge-type glaciers, the figure also shows when the surging occurred. The criteria that determine the surge-type and likely surged glaciers appear in Table 2.

Of the nine surge-type glaciers, four glaciers exhibit advancing signals during 1972–1992, whereas the other five increase their flow speed during 1992–2014 (Figure 3 and Table 2). The two glaciers that likely surged show neither velocity changes nor terminus changes but exhibit surged features with the looped and contoured medial moraines (Figures 2b and 2c). The six glaciers that possibly surged show significant changes in their terminus positions (Figure 4b). For instance, at the Alakesayi glacier, the heavily crevassed area indicates a rapid retreat (Figure 2d). The other 14 glaciers show no features associated with surging, and their terminus positions are almost stationary over time (Figure 4c).

To further investigate the differences in the glacier attributes between surge-type and nonsurge-type glaciers [Clarke, 1991; Jiskoot et al., 1998; Grant et al., 2009], we average data of Randolph Glacier Inventory version 4.0 (RGI4.0) by Pfeffer et al. [2014] to compare the geometric qualities of the four categories. Moreover, because the mountain shape significantly differs between both slopes [Zhang and Jiao, 1987; Zhang et al., 1989], we also separate each category by northern and southern slope.

As shown in Table 3, surge-type glaciers occur on both northern and southern slopes but tend to have larger areas and longer lengths. In particular, areas of surge type exceed nonsurge types $137.3 \pm 93.3$ km$^2$ to $34.7 \pm 23.5$ km$^2$, whereas lengths of surge type exceed nonsurge types $20.6 \pm 6.4$ km to $10.6 \pm 3.8$ km.
5.2. Temporal Changes in Glacier Terminus Position

Consider the spatial and temporal changes in the glacier terminus positions. The amount of retreat and advance associated with the surge cycle ranges between $-2.5$ km and $+2.0$ km (Figure 4a). In contrast, at nonsurge-type glaciers, the terminus positions remain stationary to the measurement error of less than $\pm 100$ m (Figure 4c). However, no surge-type glacier repeats its active phase during 1972–2014, which indicates a recurrence interval in the WKS of longer than 42 years. Although seven glaciers advance during the analysis period, the availability of satellite images allows us to examine here the details in only four cases after 2000 (Figure 4a).

The Zhongfeng glacier on the southern slope rapidly advanced by up to 2.5 km between July 2003 and March 2005. Its rate increased to $\sim 6.3$ km/yr during July–November 2003 and then decreased to $\sim 0.5$ km/yr from November 2003 to March 2005 and then terminated. The other three advancing glaciers, all on the northern slope (Figure 3), have advanced more slowly than that of Zhongfeng but were still advancing in 2014.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glacier Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>RGIID</th>
<th>Surge date</th>
<th>Flow Speed ($&gt;200$ m/yr)</th>
<th>Surge Bulge</th>
<th>Advancing</th>
<th>Crevassing</th>
<th>Moraines</th>
<th>Stagnant Ice</th>
<th>Crevassed Ice</th>
<th>Retreating ($&gt;500$ m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Northern Slope</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Kunlun</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>RGI30-13.38232</td>
<td>~2000–2014 (ongoing)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>RGI30-13.38152</td>
<td>~2000–2014 (ongoing)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Yulong</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>RGI30-13.38255</td>
<td>&lt;1972</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kunlun</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>RGI30-13.38303</td>
<td>early 1970s</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>RGI30-13.38175</td>
<td>2000–2013 (ongoing)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yulong</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>RGI30-13.38245</td>
<td>between 1977 and 1989</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulakebashi</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>RGI30-13.38211</td>
<td>~1977–2000</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yake</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>RGI30-13.38111</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Slope</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gongxing</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>RGI30-13.38266</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhongfeng</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>RGI30-13.38172</td>
<td>~2000–2007</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chongce</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>RGI30-13.38216</td>
<td>1990s</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The List of Confirmed Surging and Likely Surged With Detected Surge Features$^a$

$^a$RGIID: glacier ID from Randolph Glacier Inventory.
Figure 4. Temporal changes in glacier terminus positions from 1972 to 2014. (a) Confirmed and likely surged, (b) possibly surged, and (c) nonsurge type.

The slowest advance occurs with N7, a glacier whose terminus has been moving forward since 2000 at a rate of \( \sim 126 \text{ m/yr} \). The duration of advance at the N7 glacier is the longest. Since 1998, its terminus has been advancing, together with crevassing, in a northeastern direction but from 2003 turned north along a valley wall. Because of the narrower width, however, the detailed evolution of the surface features is uncertain.

The West Kunlun glacier has three branches whose front positions gradually retreated from 1972, with the eastern branch separating from the others in 2006. At the eastern branch, its terminus has been moving forward since November 2009. At the N2 glacier, its terminus has been moving forward since May 2008. The West Kunlun glacier and the N2 glacier changed their rates of advance. At the N2 glacier, for example, its terminus

Table 3. Averaged Geometric Data From RGI4.0 for the Categorized Glaciers in Figure 3a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Area (km²)</th>
<th>Length (km)</th>
<th>Slope (deg)</th>
<th>z_{min} (m)</th>
<th>z_{max} (m)</th>
<th>z_{med} (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Confirmed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>112.2</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>5153.6</td>
<td>6591.1</td>
<td>6093.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>225.2</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>5326.0</td>
<td>6973.5</td>
<td>6131.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>137.3 ± 93.3</td>
<td>20.6 ± 6.4</td>
<td>11.4 ± 2.5</td>
<td>5191.9 ± 119.5</td>
<td>6676.1 ± 208.4</td>
<td>6101.9 ± 89.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likely</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>56.7</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>5251.0</td>
<td>6563.0</td>
<td>6099.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>127.7</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>5330.0</td>
<td>6654.0</td>
<td>6078.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>92.2 ± 50.2</td>
<td>17.6 ± 3.9</td>
<td>11.6 ± 0.1</td>
<td>5290.5 ± 55.9</td>
<td>6608.5 ± 64.3</td>
<td>6088.5 ± 12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possibly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>131.1</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>4937.0</td>
<td>6745.8</td>
<td>6104.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>92.3</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>5434.0</td>
<td>6392.0</td>
<td>6047.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>124.6 ± 92.4</td>
<td>21.7 ± 5.7</td>
<td>13.1 ± 3.1</td>
<td>5019.8 ± 312.2</td>
<td>6686.8 ± 165.7</td>
<td>6094.7 ± 104.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonsurge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>5449.0</td>
<td>6347.0</td>
<td>5917.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>5459.8</td>
<td>6492.1</td>
<td>5991.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>34.7 ± 23.5</td>
<td>10.6 ± 3.8</td>
<td>10.4 ± 2.5</td>
<td>5458.2 ± 61.7</td>
<td>6471.4 ± 167.3</td>
<td>5980.5 ± 96.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aN or “S” means that glaciers on the northern/southern slope.
advanced at a rate of $\sim 227$ m/yr during May 2008 to August 2009, accelerating to $\sim 460$ m/yr during August 2009 to November 2010 and then slowing down to $\sim 130$ m/yr from November 2010.

Consider the possibly surged (type 3) glaciers. These show variations in their terminus positions ranging between $-2.0$ and $+0.5$ km (Figure 4b). For example, the N3 glacier gradually retreated by 1.0 km during 1972–2013. The Duofeng and N4 glaciers merged in the 1970s, probably due to past surging at the N4, but their termini rapidly shrunk and separated. Then their termini positions retreated, the Duofeng by 2 km and N4 by 1.3 km. The N5, the N6, and the Alakesayi glaciers also gradually retreated from the 1970s, but their terminus positions were nearly stationary until about 2000 when they may slightly advance. The Duota glacier advanced slightly by 1992, but then retreated by 2013, probably due to an interaction with its proglacial lake.

The terminus positions of nonsurge-type glaciers are stationary during our observation period (Figure 4c). Except for the S4 glacier, whose terminus gradually advances 300 m by 2000, other termini remain stationary within $\pm 100$ m.

### 5.3. Winter Speedup of the Surging Glaciers

The active phase of the two surging glaciers show velocities that are faster in winter than those in summer. Figures 5 and 6 show the spatial-temporal changes in the longitudinal velocity profile at the West Kunlun glacier and the N2 glacier, respectively. Because of the limited temporal resolution, the exact dates their active surging phase began are unknown, but both glaciers were in their quiescent phase before 2000 when the terminus positions had been receding (Figure 4a). As both glaciers were still in the active phase by 2014, their active phase lasts longer than 5 years. In both cases, the peak velocity occurs near the lowermost part of the glaciers. Although these findings were consistent with those reported at the Karakoram glacier surge [Quincey et al., 2011], the finer temporal resolution images clearly demonstrate the seasonal modulation of the flow velocities. For subpolarpolythermal surging glaciers, such seasonal modulation had not been previously reported.

At the West Kunlun glacier in Figure 5, the peak velocity is about 130 m/yr in 2007–2008, but increases year by year up to 170 m/yr in 2008–2009, 200 m/yr in 2009–2010, 450 m/yr in 2012–2013, and 500 m/yr in 2013–2014. All these peak velocities occur from the late fall to winter season. Meanwhile, the velocities in April to June appear slower than those in late fall to winter. For example, the summer velocities at the 2 km point in 2008, 2012, and 2013 are $\sim 100$ m/yr, $\sim 300$ m/yr, and $\sim 250$ m/yr. This shows a nearly 200% seasonal change in the velocity amplitude.

Similarly, for the N2 glacier, the summer season of 2013 shows a clear slowdown in Figure 6, with a $\sim 200\%$ velocity increase in winter. But we cannot recognize an interannual velocity increase at the N2 glacier.
6. Discussions

6.1. Implication for Previous Studies on Mass Balance

Most previous studies estimated glacier mass balance in the WKS via changes in glacier area, length, or ice thickness without considering the presence of surge-type glaciers. The reported reduction (0.4%) of the glacier area by Shangguan et al. [2007] may be reconciled by the movements of the terminus at the surge-type glaciers.

While the ICESat altimeter data indicated that the glaciers had been thickening during 2003–2009 [Gardner et al., 2013], the glacier surges caused significant surface lowering in the accumulation area [Neckel et al., 2014]. Our results indicate that the ICESat footprints cover five quiescent surge-type glaciers, and that two surge events, especially the surging at the Zhongfeng glacier, cause the heterogeneous elevation changes. In view of the widely distributed surge-type glaciers, the limited ICESat tracks are not good enough to reliably examine the effect of climate changes upon the regional mass balance in the WKS. Such an examination requires more complete spatial coverages in the glacier elevation change data [e.g., Gardelle et al., 2013].

6.2. Characteristics of the Surge-Type Glaciers

The surge-type glaciers in the WKS tend to have larger areas and longer lengths than nonsurge-type glaciers (Table 3), which is largely consistent with previous studies [e.g., Clarke et al., 1986; Clarke, 1991; Jiskoot et al., 1998; Grant et al., 2009]. The nonsurge-type glaciers generally have smaller areas and shorter lengths, and are located mainly on the southern slope, and thus generally have higher terminus elevations than those at the northern slope. Even if the numerous unexamined smaller, shorter glaciers in Figure 1 were all surge type, they would add little to the total area of surge-type glaciers because they occupy less than 10% of the total WKS area. Thus, the total area of surge-type glaciers in the WKS comes mainly from the larger, longer glaciers.

Differences in topography may affect glacier-terminus positions between the northern and the southern slopes. On the northern slope, relatively long, steep glaciers can flow into deep incised valleys below 5000 m asl [Zhang et al., 1989]. On this slope, the marked retreats of the terminus would represent the rapid depletion of the advanced terminus by the past surge due to the increase in ablation. The past surging and subsequent retreat at the Yulong glacier might support the inference. In contrast, on the southern slope, there are no deeply incised valleys and the elevation gradually decreases to a relatively flat plateau. Here Piedmont glaciers dominate, with none developed below 5200 m asl [Zhang et al., 1989]. As such, although we could discern the retreat of the frontal position at the Zhongfeng glacier prior to its surging (Figure 4a), the ablation on the southern slope could be smaller, and the retreat rate slower, than that on the northern slope, and the remnant ice due to past surge might exist until next surge.
The gradual development of ice speed, as well as the durations of the active and quiescent phases, here is similar to those in Svalbard [Murray et al., 2003] and the Karakoram [Quincey et al., 2011; Hewitt, 2013] but differ from those of the Alaskan-type surge [Kamb et al., 1985]. In addition, the peak velocities in the WKS (~0.2–1 km/yr) [Yasuda and Furuya, 2013] are much smaller than that at the Variegated glacier in Alaska (~23.7 km/yr) [Kamb et al., 1985] and at the Sortebræ in East Greenland (~8.8 km/yr) [Pritchard, 2005], but they are consistent with those measured at Monocobreen in Svalbard (~1.8 km/yr) [Murray et al., 2003] and at the Khurdopin glacier in the Karakoram (~1 km/yr) [Quincey et al., 2011].

We argue below, however, that glacier surging at the N2 and the West Kunlun glaciers could be influenced by the input of surface meltwater and subsequent evolution of the drainage system inside and below the ice body, a mechanism similar to that of surge-type glaciers in Alaska [Kamb et al., 1985].

### 6.3. Implications for the Surge Mechanisms at Polythermal Glaciers

Till deformation has been suggested as an important process for surge generation [e.g., Murray et al., 2000; Truffer et al., 2000]. For instance, the findings of Truffer et al. [2000] suggest large-scale mobilization of subglacial sediment during the active surging at Black Rapid Glacier in Alaska. However, according to the Coulomb-plastic rheology for till deformation [e.g., Clarke, 2005], a high basal water pressure is necessary for substantial till deformation. Therefore, regardless of the presence of a till layer beneath some glaciers in the WKS [Zheng et al., 1989], the surge generation mechanism should include a process that can supply a high basal water pressure.

In terms of the generation processes of high-pressure basal water, the mechanisms of hydrological regulation and the thermal regulation are entirely different. In the hydrological regulation mechanism, which is based mainly on Alaskan-type surges [Kamb et al., 1985; Kamb, 1987; Harrison and Post, 2003; Lingle and Fatland, 2003; Eisen et al., 2005; Burgess et al., 2012], the basal water originates in surface meltwater as evidenced by the seasonal evolution. But in the thermal regulation mechanism, which is based on the observations of surges at polythermal glaciers in Svalbard [Fowler et al., 2001; Murray et al., 2000, 2003], the basal water comes entirely from the bottom of the ice. This source of melt is thought to be supplied by pressure melting of the overburden ice as the accumulation zone receives more ice over time. Upon the initiation of basal slip, frictional heating due to the ice motion is thought to generate additional meltwater. Although recent studies indicate the presence of both Alaskan-type and Svalbard-type surges in the same geographical locations, such as in East Greenland [Jiskoot et al., 2001; Pritchard, 2005; Jiskoot and Juhlin, 2009], the indications are based on the differences in the durations of active and quiescent phases, the peak velocities, and the presence or absence of discharge events.

In the WKS, the observed summer slowdown and winter speedup during the active surging phase are significant in terms of the surge mechanisms at polythermal glaciers, because they are reminiscent of the Alaskan type rather than the Svalbard type. While the temporal durations of the entire active phase are certainly longer than those in Alaska, the presence of the seasonal modulation in the surface velocities demonstrates the effect of surface meltwater and suggests its rerouting through englacial and subglacial drainage system. The finding suggests a reconsideration of the origin of basal water in polythermal surge-type glaciers.

Surface velocity observations at other glaciers in the WKS indicate a variety of seasonal changes [Yasuda and Furuya, 2013]. The Duofeng glacier, 40 km east of the surging West Kunlun and N2 glaciers (Figure 1), also shows the well-known summer speedup and winter slowdown signals [Yasuda and Furuya, 2013], which may be understood using the standard summer speedup theory [Schoof, 2010; Bartholomaus et al., 2011; Werder et al., 2013]. On the other hand, at stagnant glaciers such as the Chongce glacier, there are few seasonal changes at the downstream near the terminus, which probably indicates either that the downstream is not thick enough to flow or is entirely frozen to the bed. As it is unlikely that surface meltwater production is spatially heterogeneous over the studied area, the diverse seasonal velocity evolution pattern suggests that the meltwater rerouting and discharge processes would differ by glacier and temporally evolve over time.

Concerning this meltwater rerouting, we consider the following processes. At the onset of the active surging phase, we assume that a linked-cavity drainage system has formed at the glacier bed [Kamb, 1987]. Porous deformable sediments [e.g., Fowler et al., 2001] may also be present, supplying an inefficient drainage system. Moreover, their subsequent deformation and dilation would have the same mechanical impact on the basal water pressure as the linked-cavity system, increasing water storage [Fowler et al., 2001]. Once the surge initiates, the cavity size on the leeward side of the bumpy bed should increase, generating more and more
interconnected cavities [Iken and Truffer, 1997] that might allow more water to be stored. Moreover, new crevasses form, which could deliver surface meltwater to the bed in summer. Despite the increase of meltwater influx, the increased cavity volume, as well as the crevasses, could store the water, leading to a decrease in water pressure and slower surface velocity in spring and summer.

Although this mechanism may seem contrary to the well-known spring-summer speedup mechanism [Schoof, 2010; Bartholomäus et al., 2011; Werde et al., 2013], consider that basal water pressure is not only proportional to the total englacial water volume but also has been argued to be inversely proportional to the macroscopic porosity [Bartholomäus et al., 2011; Bueler, 2014]. Also, it is likely that the meltwater influx itself would be smaller than that at temperate glaciers, which could prevent channels from being developed. Because the tunnel-like channels might be absent, or only weakly developed, during the surge at the bed, the summer meltwater might not drain efficiently as in the usual summer speedup [Schoof, 2010; Bartholomäus et al., 2011; Werde et al., 2013]. As a result, a portion of the meltwater would remain until late fall to winter. During the absence of surface meltwater input, creep closure at both the bed and the crevasses could reduce the total volume of interconnected cavities and englacial water, increasing both the water pressure and overlying ice speed. Namely, the higher basal water pressure in winter would not arise from an increase of water input from the surface, but rather through a reduction of macroscopic porosity in the ice.

The WKS surge flow speeds are much slower than that observed at the Variegated glacier surge, which could be due to the smaller englacial and subglacial water volume inherent to the colder and drier climate. Hence, as long as the accumulation area has enough ice mass, the seasonal cycle during the surge may repeat, which could explain the longer duration of the active phase.

Abe and Furuya [2015] recently identified winter speedup signals at the quiescent polythermal surge-type glaciers in the Yukon, and, following a proposal of Lingle and Fatland [2003], suggested the importance of englacial storage for the speedup. For this storage, Abe and Furuya [2015] suggested basal crevasses [Harper et al., 2010]; however, firm aquifers like those at temperate glaciers [Fountain and Walder, 1998] and ice sheets [Forster et al., 2014] may also be a form of englacial storage at polythermal glaciers. But in contrast to the present findings, Abe and Furuya [2015] observed both the well-known summer speedup in the downstream and the winter speedup in the upstream. The absence of summer speedup signals in Figures 5 and 6 suggests that the standard summer speedup mechanisms do not apply to the surging glaciers in the WKS. The lack of a summer speedup supports the absence of channel-like drainage systems, but it could also be partly due to the insufficient meltwater influx. However, in winter, the speedup occurs over broad areas in the downstream (Figures 5 and 6), suggesting widely distributed high-pressure basal water.

Pressure melting and frictional heating processes may also generate water beneath the ice in the colder, drier environment of WKS. The thermal regime of a glacier will presumably influence the style of surging as discussed in Frappé and Clarke [2007]. The unclear timing of the surge initiation at Svalbard-type glaciers might be attributable to the probably smaller basal water volume available at the time of surge initiation. But we argue here that surface meltwater input does play a role in the dynamics of polythermal glacier surge, even though the water volume is likely smaller than at temperate glaciers.

Sund et al. [2014] describes a surging episode that began in 2003 at the Nathorstbreen glacier system in Svalbard. This system belongs to the Svalbard type due to its estimated ~70 year recurrence interval and 5 year duration of the active phase. However, Sund et al. [2014] suggest a different physical surging mechanism, attributing the rapid advance from October 2008 through the following winter to the September rain event, and also suggest a role of englacial water supplied through the newly formed crevasses. Thus, even a Svalbard-type surge may be aided by surface meltwater.

Previous observations of surging glaciers by SAR images have had limited temporal resolutions [Murray et al., 2003; Quincey et al., 2011; Burgess et al., 2012; Sund et al., 2014]. The detection of the winter speedup signals here is due to the high temporal resolution observations in the WKS. Hence, if similarly high-resolution measurements are available elsewhere, similar seasonal modulations would likely be detected.

7. Conclusions

We used LSAT and SAR images from 1972 to 2014 to identify surge-type glaciers in the WKS and to characterize their dynamics. Surge-type glaciers are widely distributed in the WKS, and thus should be included in mass balance studies based on changes in glacier areas, lengths, or ice thicknesses. Surge-type glaciers in the
WKS are characterized by a long (>42 years) recurrence interval and a long (>5 years) duration active phase. These characteristics classify the WKS surges as Svalbard-type surges. Such surges have been presumed to be controlled by the thermal regulation mechanism without surface meltwater input. However, based on the SAR-based surface velocity maps with temporal resolution of down to 11 days, we detected ~200% seasonal velocity modulations with faster speeds in early winter. The winter speedup is similar to the wintertime initiation of the Alaskan-type surge, and thus provides us with evidence for an important role of surface meltwater input and subsequent rerouting through englacial and subglacial drainage system in the generation of such long surges.
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